Performance Possibilities

Designed for the open floor plan, Answer™ panel strikes a perfect balance between privacy and team interaction. Through an impressive variety of application and materiality options, Answer panel helps you achieve your right office today and tomorrow.

Panel is part of the popular Answer portfolio – a best-selling platform of products designed to meet a wide range of user and application needs, also including Answer fence and Answer beam.
Strong Suit

Having an abundance of choice matters as you prioritize your real estate; creating the workplace your team needs to optimally perform.

From glass, to marker board to wood, this solution can be configured for individuals or groups while fitting your aesthetic, making technology easily accessible and supporting your brand. Add, remove and adapt panels to suit evolving business needs.

DEFINING SPACE FOR INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP WORK

Even in the most open environments, Answer panel defines space so people can effectively work together without disturbing individual workers nearby. With Answer panel, there’s no need to compromise on collaboration for privacy.

FOR PRIVACY, FOR FOCUS

When people have the space to concentrate and focus, overall employee engagement increases. Answer panel delivers the widest range of planning options available in the Answer portfolio, including solutions designed to create a sense of privacy at work.

FUTURE FLEXIBILITY

Answer panel combines space definition with technology to provide a seamless collaborative experience in both owned and shared settings. And as technology advances, Answer panel can be updated or reconfigured to leverage existing product – eliminating the need to overhaul spaces.
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At its heart, sustainability at Steelcase is about people. It’s about creating and supporting the economic, environmental and social conditions that allow people and communities to reach their full potential. Research and insights direct our path. It’s not only about creating goods, it’s about creating good. It’s not only about creating value, it’s about living our values. It’s not just about reducing our footprint, it’s about expanding our reach. It’s about creating lasting and meaningful change to enable the long-term wellbeing of current and future generations. Innovative products and solutions result.

In the development of our products, we work to consider each stage of the life cycle: from materials extraction, production, transport, use and reuse, until the end of its life. We demonstrate performance through third-party verified certifications and voluntary product declarations.
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System worksurfaces

Straight: 18”–30”D; 24”–96”W
Tapered: 18”–30”D; 24”–72”W
Tapered Flat: 18”–30”D; 24”–72”W
Corner Flat Front: 24”–30”D; 30”–72”W
Corner Flat Cut Front: 24”–30”D; 30”–72”W
Extended Corner: 24”–30”D; 60”–72”W
120° Corner: 24”–30”D; 60”–72”W
Spanner: 25½”–37½”D; 51”–72”W
Bullet Postends: 24”–30”D; 60”–96”W
Jatki: 24”–30”D; 60”–72”W
Bolts: 30”–42”H; 24”–72”W
Visitor: 24”–30”D; 24”–48”W
Transaction: 52”–83½”H

Skins

Fabric: 12”–60”H; 18”–72”W
Steel, Markerboard, Back Painted Glass: 12”–36”H; 18”–72”W
Laminate and Wood: 12”–36”H; 24”–48”W
Glass Windows: 12”–48”H; 24”–38”W
Skeleton: 12”–36”H; 24”–48”W
Technology: 17½”–30”W; 24”–21”H
Frameless: Glass: 8½”–19½”H; 24”–38”W

Media:scape components

media:scape assembly
Monitor Mount Assembly
Taped Shared Worksurfaces: 45”–48”D; 48”–72”W
D-Shaped Worksurfaces: 48”D; 54”–72”W

Junctions and connections

Horizontal frame package: 18”–72”W
End-of-run: 18”–72”W
Sliding junctions: 12”–34”H
Panel: 24”–34”H

Overhead storage

Overhead Storage Bin (sliding door, flat, radius): 24”–72”W
Shared overheads (sliding door, open) shelf: 24”–72”W
Personal Shelf: 24”–48”W
Slim Shelf: 24”–96”W

Sustainability

Steelcase’s sustainability promises, actions, and results are communicated in an annual Corporate Sustainability Report.

Level™ 2 certified to the BIFMA e3 sustainability standard
Gold Indoor Advantage™ certified
Silver Cradle to Cradle™ certified

POWERING PERFORMANCE

More than ever, work is technology-dependent. Answer panel simplifies routing and access to power and data, so technology is always available without the distracting clutter of cables and wires. That means smoother work processes and better connections to people and information.

Statement of line
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System supports

Frame/One legs for universal: 24”–30”D

Overhead storage

Overhead Storage Bin (sliding door, flat, radius): 24”–72”W
Shared Overheads (sliding door, open) shelf: 30”–36”W
Personal Shelf: 24”–48”W
Slim Shelf: 24”–96”W

PeDESTALS/LATERALS/TOWERS

Fixed pedestal: 18”–30”W
Mobile pedestal: 18”–30”W
Lakeredge: 30”–42”W, 18”–34”D, 18”–60”H
Open Side Tower: 24”–30”D, 30”–72”W
Full Front Tower: 24”–30”D, 30”–72”W
Vertical Drawer Tower: 24”–30”D, 30”–72”W
Combination Cabinets: 24”–30”W, 18”–34”D, 18”–60”H
Storage Cabinets: 30”–42”W, 18”–34”D, 18”–48”H
Bookcase: 24”–42”W, 10”–83½”H